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Web-Page Recommendation using Fuzzy
Ontology with Public Sentiment Variations
on Twitter
P. Gayathridevi and Dr.M. Devapriya

Index Terms--- Twitter, Sentiment Analysis, Latent

Abstract--- Twitter is a social site where millions of
users can exchange their opinion with the explosive growth



Dirichlet Allocation, Gibbs Sampling, Fuzzy Ontology

of user generated messages. Decision making becomes
critical in various domains, so sentiment analysis of Twitter
data provides an economical and effective way to the

I.

people who can expose opinion timely. Because of the

In Web 2 applications such as microbloging, forums as well

opinions shared by Millions of users, twitter becomes a

as social networks has lot of reviews, comments,

valuable platform for tracking and analyzing public

recommendations, ratings along with feedbacks generated

sentiment. Therefore attention of people increases in both

by users. The user comments include comments based on

academia and industry. Based on this observation, Latent

politicians, products, people, events, etc. With user

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based model is proposed, in

generated content many companies, politicians, service

which Foreground and Background LDA (FB-LDA) is

providers, social psychologists, analysts as well as

used. Foreground topics are distilled and filtered out

researchers can extract the content along with investigate

longstanding background topics. Readability of the mined

for different uses. The bulk of this user generated content

reasons is enhanced to develop another generative model

create the usage of automatic techniques which are designed

called Reason Candidate and Background LDA (RCB-

for mining moreover analyzing, because manual mining as

LDA) in which ranking procedure is implemented with

well as analysis are difficult for such a huge content.

respect to their “popularity” within the variation period. The

Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) refers to

proposed work considers the fuzzy ontology, a novel

the use of natural language processing, text analysis and

method is proposed to efficiently provide better Web-page

computational linguistics to identify and extract subjective

recommendation by using semantic-enhancement which is

information in source materials. Sentiment study has been

integrating the domain and Web usage knowledge of a

used for a range of topics. For example, there is sentiment

website. The domain knowledge is represented by two new

investigation studies designed for movie reviews, product

models. The first one uses ontology to represent the domain

reviews as well as news along with blogs [5]. Below several

knowledge. The second model uses the semantic network

common sentiments analysis concepts are discussed.

which is generated automatically to represent domain terms,
Web-pages, and the relations between them.

INTRODUCTION

The proposed system considers the investigation of the
sentiment examination and their difficulty of conventional
topic based text classification, regardless of the fact with the
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intention of the numeral of classes in sentiment examination
is less than the numeral of classes in topic-based
classification [6].
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In sentiment examination, the classes are based on a
piece of text is assigned are to negative or positive
comments. They may be binary classes or multi valued
classes similar to classification into 'positive', 'negative' and
'neutral', however still they are a very small amount of
classes compared to numeral

classes in topic-based

classification.

completed in together customs quantitative and qualitative
through ET-LDA.
In [12] work, introduced a new method for Sentiment
Analysis to synopsis of events beginning twitter tweets.
They introduced a new schema based on the classification
methods relying on hidden state representation of an event.
All the way through experimentation on huge scale

Developing precise sentiment examination methods

information on American Football games they showed with

makes the design of evaluation datasets with the intention

the intention of SUMMHMM obviously outperforms well-

that can be used to evaluate their performances. In the past

built baselines on the play-by-play synopsis construction

years many datasets have been used, among them Twitter

task. They have not up till now sustained query based

sentiment assessment can be easily and openly accessible.

recommendation schema designed for user search.

The universal assessment dataset consists of a set of tweets;

In [13] discover with the purpose of a comparatively

where each tweet is interpreted through a sentiment label

easy sentiment detector relying on Twitter data replicates

As an alternative of the concluding sentiment labels are

consumer self-assurance and presidential job polls come not

connected to the tweets, a number of datasets uses numeric
sentiment strength among negative to positive divergence
[10]. In adding together the sentiment labels related to the
tweets a number of assessment datasets moreover give
sentiment labels related to targets (entities) inside the
tweets.

including of concern, it is support with the intention of
exclusive and through the simple-to-gather text information
that is generated beginning online social sites. Propose
sophisticated NLP techniques toward progress opinion
estimation might exist extremely useful. The textual
examination might be present significantly improved. In

The goal or objective of sentiment analysis is to capture

existing research [14] presents a new lexicon based

user‟s opinions or information‟s conveyed in online and

classifier through a number of future work concerning

traditional media is sentiments or opinions, which may be

Emoticons, Natural Language Processing (NLP). In lexicon

positive and negative emotions, evaluations and instances.

based classifier is used for universal people‟s opinions in

The sentiments of other people often influence our decision-

observe in the direction of Australian federal election 2010

making process. In that sense, the web provides a way to

event designed for sentiment examination.

access the sentiments and experiences of a vast number of

In the lexicon based classifier, designed for extracting

people and share our own opinions with them. One of the

feature and formative sentiment in assessment text. Lexicon

major concerns of sentiment analysis is to determine its
polarity, which can be either positive or negative.

II.

based classifier has show its usefulness on together
component tasks, where it attain comparable consequences
to more composite semi-supervised methods with the

BACKGROUND STUDY
In [11] illustrate a joint statistical model ETLDA with

the purpose of distinguish topical influences among an

intention of constrained through their dependence on laborintensive explanation and wide-ranging knowledge sources.

ETLDA

In [15] presents a new sentiment analysis schema based

representation facilitates the topic modeling of the tweets

on profile of mood designed for tweets, they communicate

and the segmentation of the occurrence in individual

six dimensional vector. They combined mood components

incorporated structure. Assessment of topic representation

on a daily level and evaluate the results in the direction of

occurrence

and

its

related

tweets.

Their
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the timeline of educational, communal, cost-effective, and

reduces the development efforts from developers. The

supporting events with the intention of obtain place in with

second model is a semantic based network that represents

the intention of time period. They consider with the

domain knowledge, whose construction can be fully

intention of combined emotive trends be able toward be

automated. This model can be easily combined into a Web-

modeled and forecasted by means of huge scale

page recommendation process because of this fully

examination of user generated content. The intention of

automated feature. The third model is a conceptual

time period. They consider with the intention of combined

prediction model, which is a navigation network of domain

emotive trends be able toward be modeled and forecasted

terms based on the frequently viewed Web-pages and

by means of huge scale examination of user generated

represents the integrated Web usage and domain knowledge

content. In [16] proposed a new sentiment analysis schema

for supporting Web-page prediction.

relying on temporal patterns of online content. In this
schema proposed clustering methods for time series
patterns. The proposed K-SC clustering methods for time
series with the intention of proficiently calculate the cluster

The construction of the third model can be fully
automated. Based on his or her current Web-page
navigation state the recommendation strategies make use of
the domain knowledge and the prediction model through

centroid relying on distance metric. The proposed K-SC

two of the three models to predict the next pages with

attains improved clustering results when compare to normal

probabilities of given Web user. To a great extent, this new

K-and measured in terms of intra-cluster homogeneity and

method has become a automated one and the knowledge

intercluster diversity.

based construction alleviated the new-page problem as

III.

WEB-PAGE RECOMMENDATION USING
FUZZY ONTOLOGY METHODOLOGY

A novel method is presented to provide better Web-page

mentioned above. This method yields better performance
compared with the existing Web-page recommendation
systems.

recommendation based on Web usage and domain

The domain ontology can be constructed manually or

knowledge, that are supported by three new knowledge

automatically by experts or learning models, such as the

representation models and a set of new strategies web-page

Bayesian network or a collocation map, for many different

recommendation. The first model is a fuzzy ontology based

applications respectively. Therefore, the trade-off between

model which is semi-automated that represents the domain

the two approaches to ontology construction needs to be

knowledge of a website. The construction of the model

considered and evaluated for a given website.
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Figure 1: Proposed Web-Page Recommendation Using Fuzzy Ontology Architecture
In recommendation, Web logs that records user sessions

represent the discovered knowledge within domain

on a daily basis is considered as input data. The user

ontology to support effective Web-page recommendation.

sessions includes user‟s Webpage navigation activities.

Domain ontology is defined as a conceptual model that

Each Web-page has a title, which has the keywords that

specifies the terms and relationships between different

embrace the Web-page semantics. Web-page

to

domains, which represents the domain knowledge for a

discover domain knowledge from the visited Web-page‟s

specific domain [17]. The three main components are listed

titles at a website based on the above activities and

as follows [18]:

aims
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1.

Domain terms (concepts),

Eventhough there are numerous models for extracting

2.

Relationships among the terms (concepts), and

topics of Web-pages, Web-page titles are simple and easy to

3.

Features extracted from terms and relationships.

implement.

A logic-based language such as OWL/RDF is used to

Domain Ontology Construction

implemente Ontologies, to become understandable to
software agents or software systems. Therefore, sharing and
interchanging semantic information among Web systems
over the Internet are main concepts inontology based

There are three steps in the procedure for constructing
the domain ontology.
Step 1: Collect the Terms

knowledge representation. It also reuses the domain

To get the terms, (i) the Web log file is collected from

knowledge, and reasoning of semantics of Web-pages from

the Web server of the website for a period of time (at least

the existing facts [19-20]. Furthermore, ontological

seven days), (ii) a pre-processing unit is run to analyze the

representation of discovered knowledge from different

Web log file and produces a list of URLs of Web-pages that

sources can be easily integrated to support Web-page

were accessed by users, (iii) software agent is operated to

recommendation effectively. In this section, conceptual data

extract the titles based on the Web-pages in the URL list,

model is constructed as domain ontology for a given twitter

and (iv) an algorithm is applied to extract terms from the

dataset website. Since this ontology supports Web-page

retrieved titles, i.e., stop words are removed from the titles

recommendation and take a Web-page as a unit and assume

and then single tokens are extracted, some single tokens are

each page title is well defined to represent key information

then combined into composite terms if these single terms

about the content of the page. Two aspects can be seen

often occur at the same time and there is never any token

behind this assumption. One aspect is that a Web-page

appears between these tokens, and the remaining single

which contains a more number of objects (represented by

tokens will become single word terms.

HTML tags) documented in metadata, which is data about

Step 2: Define the Concepts

data.
Some extracted terms shares the same features, so it is
Metadata consists of the core elements of title, meaning,

better for them to be concept instances, rather than

context descriptive, structure, and overall context of a Web-

standalone concepts. In this step, based on the extracted

page. Web-page title is analyzed and the meaning of a

terms the domain concepts will be defined for the given

Web-page can be understood and captured. The second

website.

aspect is professional practice in Web development. In
well-designed Web-pages, the TITLE tag should contain the

Step 3: Define Taxonomic and Non-taxonomic relationships

meaningful keywords which are relatively brief and

From Uschold and Gruminger [23], there are three

attractive to support Web search or crawling. In practice,

possible approaches to develop the taxonomic relationships,

usually higher weights are given to the terms in page titles

such as a top-down development process starts from the

by search engines, such as Google [21-22]. Consequently,

most general concepts in the domain and then identifies the

professional website developers defines the Web-page titles

subsequent specialization of the general concepts, a bottom-

very seriously because they want their Web-pages to be

up development process starts from the most specific

correctly identified during Web search or crawling and use

concepts as the leave nodes in the concept, then groups

the Web-page titles to send accurate information about the

these most specific concepts into more general concepts, a

Web-page. From the above discussion we use the Web-page

hybrid development process is the combination of the top

titles as clues to represent the website‟s domain knowledge.

down and bottom-up approaches. Identify the core concepts
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in the domain first and then generalize and specializes them

“Database” and “Office” are the instances of

appropriately.

concept Application, and the relationships between

The non-taxomonic relationships can be the relationship
types used in a relational database without using
relationships between a super-set and a sub-set, such as self-

The

„provides‟

relation

describes

the

M:N

relationship between concept Manufacturer and
concepts Product, Solution, Support, and News. The
„is Provided‟ relation is the inverse of the „provides‟
relation.
2.

The „has‟ relation describes the M:N relationship
between concept Application and concepts Product,
Solution, Support, and News. The „isAppliedFor‟
relation is the inverse of the „has‟ relation.

3.

The

„hasPage‟

relation

describes

3) Web-page level, which holds all the Web-pages
within the given website, and the association
relationships between Web-pages and terms. The

referencing, 1-M and M-N relationships.
1.

terms;

the

M:N

relationship between a concept. The „isAbout‟
relation is the inverse of the „hasPage‟ relation,
which means when we define a page about a certain
instance, that instance has the page as its object
property value.
Domain ontology of a website: Let Tman be a set of
domain terms in the given website, D be a set of Web-pages
in the given website, the taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relationships in the domain model of the given website are
considered as a set of association relations and axioms A,
e.g., an instantiation axiom assigning an instance to a class,
an assertion axiom assigning two instances by means of a
property, a domain axiom for a property and a class, and a
range axiom for a property and a class. The domain
ontology model of the website is defined as a 4-tupes: Oman:
=< Tman,D,A,A >.This domain ontology is constructed at
three levels:

association relations between the concept SemPage
and other domain concepts allow the machine to
interpret Web-pages or identify the webpage
details. A problem is how to assign numerous Webpages to domain terms appropriately. The clue is
based on the keywords existing in Web-page titles.
Hence, each term instance needs to be specified by
relevant keywords. By comparing keywords in
terms and Web-page titles, the system can
automatically map the Web-pages with respect to
the domain terms. This domain ontology, namely
DomainOntoWP, is implemented using OWL in
Protégé. With the help of OWL, we can perform the
following queries for the use in the later
recommendation process.
For querying process of the domain terms (topic) of a
given twitter webpage d ∈ D at the website, can retrieve
concept instances that are associated with the SemPage
instance d via the „isAbout‟ object property. Refer to this
query as Topicman(d). Based on Definition 1, this query is
expressed

in

Description

Logics

as

q1(x)

:−

DomainTerms(x), isAbout(d, x). In addition, to query for
Web-pages of a given domain term t ∈ Tman in the MS
website, can retrieve SemPage instances which are mapped
to the concept instance t via the „hasPage‟ object property.
Refer to this query as Pageman(t). The second model is a new
semantic network of a website, which creates knowledge
map which represents domain terms, Web-pages, and

1) General level, which considers the concepts of

relations including the collocations of domain terms, and

present the general domain terms of Web-pages and

the associations between domain terms and Web-pages.

relationship definition sets;

First, we collect the domain terms from the Web-page titles

2) Specific level, which considers the specific domain
terms of

the domain concepts, e.g. terms

based on the assumption that a well-designed Webpage
should have an informative title; then extract the relations
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between these terms from the following two aspects: (i) the

The TermNetWP is implemented in OWL to enable the

collocations of terms and (ii) the associations between

domain term network to be reused and shared by other parts

terms. In addition, the domain terms and co-occurrence

of a Web-page recommender system. The input data is a

relations are weighted to provide a rough indication of how

term sequence collection (TSC), in which each record

these terms are related with each other semantically. Based

consists of:

on the relations between the terms and Web-pages, It is well
defined semantical relationship of the Web-pages. Using
this method, query can be asked about the relations between
terms and Webpages, to infer the semantics meaning of
Web-pages to achieve semantic enhanced Web-page
recommendations.

Fuzzy Concept Network (FCN) is used to represent the
dynamical behavior of the fuzzy ontologies. In this way, to
retrieve documents FCN is easier to process than the
previous one. The algorithm input is a vector 𝐸𝑞 identifying
the terms in the query. The first step (1) these terms are
usedto locate the unique path finding maximum correlation
value among them. 𝐸𝑞 is extended navigating the O-FCN

Procedure of Automatically Constructing TermNetWP
In order to construct TermNetWP, the procedure is

recursively. Now, the “pruning phase” is directly inserted
into the query extension algorithm. In step (2) the O-FCN

applied with the following steps:
Step 1: The titles of visited Web-pages is collected
based on the following procedure (i) collect the Web log
file from the Web server of the website for a period of time
(at least seven days), (ii) run a pre-processing unit to
analyse the Web log file and produce a list of URLs of
Webpages that were accessed by users, and (iii) run a
software agent to crawl all the Web-pages in the list to
extract the titles.
Step 2: Extract term sequences from the Web-page titles
and then apply the algorithm used in the domain ontology

has been involved in order to directly extract the documents
by the network. Whereas in the last step, O-FCN is used to
calculate the relevance of the documents in order to sort
them in decreasing order. The final score of a document is
evaluated through a cosine distance among the weights of
each entity. This is done for normalization purposes. Such a
value is finally sorted in order to obtain a ranking among
the documents.
Fuzzy ontology Algorithm 1 to automatically construct a
TermNetWP
Input: TSC (term sequence collection)

construction to extract the terms from the retrieved titles.
Output: G (TermNetWP)

The extracted terms are organized in the order as in title.

Steps: Process: Let TSC= {PageID=𝑡1 , … 𝑡𝑚 , 𝑈𝑅𝐿}
1. Initialize G

Step 3: Build the semantic network – TermNetWP
In TermNetWP, each node represents a term in the

2.

Let R=root or the start node of G

extracted term sequences and the order of the terms in

3.

Let E=the end of node

sequences

„to-

4.

For each PageID and each sequence X in TSC

Instance‟relations of a term between other terms. By

5.

if (text letter == pattern letter)

scanning all the Fig. 4.2. Illustration of TermNetWP;

6.

Initialize a Web page object Identified as PageID

𝑡𝑖 ∶ 𝑘 = 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚: 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑑𝑗 = 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒. 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 sequences

7.

For each term t i ∈ X

extracted from the previous step (Step2), we can build the

8.

O-FCN‟-based Eq extension (pruning phase)

TermNetWP.

9.

‟O-FCN‟-based documents extraction

determines

the

„from-Instance‟

and

10. ‟O-FCN‟-based
Step 4: Implement
TermNetWP

an

automatic

construction

of

relevance

calculation

(cosine

distance)
11. return ranking of the documents
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12. If node t i is not found in G then

this query as Pageauto(t). In order to ensure that the degree

13. Initialize an Instance object I as a node of G, Set

of relevance of retrieved pages to domain term t is taken
into account in the Web-page recommendation process

I.name=t i
14. Else

later, the returned pages are sorted in ascending order of

15. Set I=The Instance object named t i in G

connection weights between the Web-pages and domain

16. Increase I. ioccur by 1

term t. A connection weight between a Web-page d ∈ D

17. if(i==0) then

and domain term t in TermNetWP O is defined as the total

18. Initialize an outlink R − t i if not found

number of links from/to domain term t to/from the domain

19. Increase R − t i weight by 1

terms of Web-page d. In order to make better Web-page

20. Set R − t i frominstance = R

recommendations, need semantic Web usage knowledge

21. Set R − t i toinstance = I

which can be obtained by integrating the domain knowledge

22. If(i>0 &i<m) then

model

23. Get PreI=the instance object with name t i−1

(TermNetWP) with Web usage knowledge that can be

24. Initialize an OutLink t i−1 − t i if not found

discovered from Web log files using a Web usage mining

25. Increase t i−1 − t i . iWeight by 1

technique

26. Set t i−1 − t i . toInstance = I

(DomainOntoWP)

or

the

semantic

network

Conceptual Prediction Model (CPM): In order to obtain

27. If (i==m) then

the semantic Web usage knowledge that is efficient for

28. Initialize an OutLink ti-E if not found

semantic-enhanced

29. Increase ti-E.iWeight by 1

conceptual prediction model (CPM) is proposed to

30. Set ti-E.toInstance = E

automatically generate a weighted semantic network of

31. Set ti-E.fromInstance = I

frequently viewed terms with the weight being the

32. Set I.hasWPage = PageID

probability of the transition between two adjacent terms

33. Add term ti into PageID.Keywords

based on FVTP. The probability of a transition is estimated

34. End

by the ratio of the number of times the corresponding

TermNetWP can be used effectively not only to model

sequence of states was traversed and the number of times

the term sequences in connection with Web-pages, but also

the anchor state occurred. Based on given a CPM having

to present the co-occurrence relations of terms in the term

states , {S, t1 , . . . , t p , E}, and N = |F| is the number of term

sequences based on the following features: (i) it allows a

patterns in F, the first-order transition probabilities are

term node to have multiple in-links and/or out-links so can

estimated according to the following expressions:

Web-page

easily describe the relationships among terms/nodes in the
𝜌𝑆,𝑥 =

semantic network, i.e. one node might have previous or next
nodes; and (ii) it includes the Web-pages whose titles
contain the linked terms so that the meaning of Web-pages
can

be

found

through

these

terms

by

𝜕 𝑆,𝑦
𝑁 𝜕
𝑦 =1 𝑆,𝑦

that can retrieve WPage instances that are mapped to the
term instance t via the „hasWPage‟ object property. Refer to

(1)

starting state 𝑆 to state 𝑡𝑥,
𝜌𝑥,𝑦 =

agents/systems.

query for Web-pages of a given domain term t ∈ Tauto ,

a

Which is the first-order transition probability from the

software

Query about pages mapped to a given term: To apply

recommendation,

𝜕 𝑥,𝑦
𝜕𝑥

(2)

Which is the first-order transition probability from state
𝑡𝑥 to 𝑡𝑦,
𝜌𝑥,𝐸 =

𝜕 𝑥,𝐸
𝜕𝑥

(3)
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Which is the first-order transition probability from state
𝑡𝑥 to the final state 𝐸.

strongly correlated with sentiment variations. Mining such
events/topics is not trivial. Topics discussed before the

Let 𝜌𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 be the second-order transition probability,

variation period may continue receiving attention for a long

that is, the probability of the transition (𝑡𝑦, 𝑡𝑧) given that

time. Formulate this special topic mining problem as

the previous transition that occurred was (𝑡𝑥, 𝑡𝑦). The
second-order probabilities are estimated as follows:

follows: given two document sets, a background set B and a
foreground set T, want to mine the special topics inside T
but outside B. In mining task, the foreground set T contains

𝜌𝑋,𝑌,𝑍 =

𝜕 𝑥 ,𝑦 ,𝑧
𝜕 𝑥,𝑦

(4)

tweets and the background set B contains tweets appearing

Schema of CPM as an ontology schema consists of
classes cNode and cOutLink, and relationship properties
between them, namely inLink, outLink and linkTo, where
cNode and cOutLink defines the current state node and the
association from the current state node to a next state node,
respectively. The class cNode has two object properties
inLink and outLink refering to cNode and cOutLink,
respectively. The number of occurrence of each cNode
object is represented by Occur, i.e. ∂x. inLink represents an
association from a previous state node, e.g. a previous
viewed term, to the state node it belongs to. cOutLink
represents an association from the state node to one next
state node with a transition probability Prob, e.g. ρx,y Given
a set of frequently viewed term patterns, namely FVTP,
construct TermNavNet by populating the CPM schema with
FVTP. The transition probabilities in the cOutLinks can be

before the variation period. Note that this problem setting is
general: it has applications beyond sentiment analysis. FBLDA finds word distributions to reveal possible reasons,
which might not be easy for users to understand. Therefore
resort to finding representative tweets that reflect
foreground topics learnt from FB-LDA. Propose another
generative model called Reason Candidate and Background
LDA (RCB-LDA) to accomplish this task. RCB-LDA can
simultaneously optimize topic learning and tweet-candidate
association. RCB-LDA is an extension of FB-LDA. It will
accept a set of reason candidates as input and output the
associations between tweets and those reason candidates.
Foreground and Background LDA: filter is applied to all
topics existing in the background tweets set, known as
background topics, from the foreground tweets set. a
generative model FB-LDA is proposed to achieve this goal.

updated based on the first-order or second-order probability

FB-LDA has two parts of word distributions: φf (K f ×

formula, depending on the applied CPM‟s order. As a

V) and φb (K b × V). φf is for foreground topics and φb is

result, can obtain a 1st or 2nd order TermNavNet by using

for background topics. K f and K b are the number of

the 1st or 2nd-order CPM, respectively.Recommendation
strategies, that apply the semantic knowledge base of a
given website, which includes the domain ontology of Webpages (DomainOntoWP) or the semantic network of Webpages (TermNetWP) and the weighted semantic network of
frequently viewed terms of Web-pages within the given

foreground topics and background topics, respectively. V is
the dimension of the vocabulary. For the background tweets
set, FB-LDA follows a similar generative process with the
standard LDA [24]. Given the chosen topic, each word in a
background tweet will be drawn from a word distribution
corresponding to one background topic (i.e., one row of the

Web-page

matrix φb ). However, for the foreground tweet set, each

recommendations. These recommendations are referred to

tweet has two topic distributions, a foreground topic

as semantic enhanced Web-page recommendations

distribution θt and a background topic distribution μt . For

website(TermNavNet),

to

make

each word in a foreground tweet, an association indicator
Sentiment Variation with background topics and
foreground topics:

The emerging events or topics are

yit , which is drawn from a type decision distribution λt , is
required to indicate choosing a topic from θt or μt . If yit ,
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the topic of the word will be drawn from foreground topics

reason candidates set and the background tweets set in a

(i.e., from θt ), as a result the word is drawn from φf based

similar way as the standard LDA. The main difference lies

on the drawn topic. Otherwise (yit = 1), the topic of the

in the generative process of the foreground tweets set. Each

word will be drawn from background topics (i.e., from μt )

word in the foreground tweets set can select a topic from

and accordingly the word is drawn from φb .With the help

alternative topic distributions:

of background tweets, tweets coming from the foreground

1.

set but corresponding to background topics would make a

foreground is taken from the topic distribution of
one candidate;

bigger contribution in background topics learning than in

2.

Background

topic

is

drawn

from

its

own

foreground topics learning. The large amount of similar

background distribution μt . Specifically, for each

background tweets in the background set would pull them

word in tweets yit is chosen from the foreground

to the background topics. Only tweets corresponding to

tweets which are similar to that in FB-LDA.

foreground topics (i.e, emerging topics) will be used to

If yit = 0 should choose an association candidate

build foreground topics. In this way, background topics will

cit which is chsen from a candidate association distribution

be filtered out and foreground topics will be highlighted in a

γt . Then draw a foreground topic from θcit for that word.

natural way. Given the hyper parametersαθ , αλ , αμ , βf , βb ,
the joint distribution is:

The generative process for yit = 1 is as same as that in FBLDA. Due to the space limit, we reject some parts of the

ℒ = 𝑃 𝑦, 𝑧𝑡 , 𝑧𝑏 , 𝑤𝑡 , 𝑤𝑏 𝛼𝜃 , 𝛼𝜆 , 𝛼𝜇 , 𝛽𝑓 , 𝛽𝑏

generative process of RCB-LDA which are same as to those

= 𝑃 𝑦 𝛼𝜆 𝑃 𝑧𝑡′ 𝑦 = 0; 𝛼𝜃 𝑃 𝑧𝑡" , 𝑧𝑏 𝑦 = 1; 𝛼𝜇

in FB-LDA. Here just present the generative process for
foreground tweets set in RCB-LDA.

𝑃 𝑤𝑡′ 𝑦 = 0; 𝑧𝑡′ ; 𝛽𝑓 𝑃 𝑤𝑡" , 𝑤𝑏 𝑦 = 1, 𝑧𝑡" , 𝑧𝑏 ; 𝛽𝑏

(5)

Reason Candidate and Background LDA: Apart from

Given the hyper parameters αθ , αγ , αλ , αμ , βf , βb , the
joint distribution is

FB-LDA, RCB-LDA explains a third document set: reason
candidates. Reason candidates are in the form of natural

ℒ = P y, c, zc , zt , zb , wt , wb αθ , αλ , αμ , βf , βb

language snippets and represent some specific events. In

= P y αλ P c αγ P zc , zt′ y = 0, c; αθ P zc , zt" , zb y = 1; αμ

these research automatically finding the most relevant
tweets (i.e., representative tweets) for each foreground topic

P wc , wt′ y = 0; zt′ ; βf P wc , wt" , wb y = 1, zt" , zb ; βb

(7)

Gibbs sampling is used here because it is easy to extend

learnt from FB-LDA, using the following measure:

and it has been proved to be quite effective in avoiding
Relevance t, k f =

k

f,i
(6)
i∈t ϕf

k

where ϕf f,i is the word distribution for the foreground
topic k f and i is the index of each non-repetitive word in
tweet t. Note that we don‟t normalize this measure with
respect to the length of the tweet, since tweets are all very
short and generally have similar lengths. For other kinds of
texts, normalization shall be applied. After filtering out junk
tweets and merging similar ones, consider the remaining
relevant tweets as the reason candidates. Generative process
of RCBLDA is similar to that of FB-LDA. It generates the

local optima. The sampling methods for the two models are
similar to each other.

IV.

EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS
Twitter dataset is used to analyze public sentiment

variations. The dataset is obtained from the Stanford
Network Analysis Platform. It is taken from June 11, 2009
to December 31, 2009 and contains around 476 million
tweets. It has around 20-30% of all public tweets published
on Twitter during that time period. Experiments on a subset
of the dataset, which spans from June 13, 2009 to October
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31, 2009. In this work, two targets are chosen to test our

fixed threshold is not appropriated for filtering background

methods, “Obama” and “Apple”. These two targets

topics for all cases. In comparison, FB-LDA can work

represent the political sphere and the business field, where

properly without depending on any thresholds.

the analysis of sentiment variation is very difficult in

Table 1: Precision-recall Curves for FB-LDA, LDA and k-

decision making. It is used to evaluate the precision and

means

recall of the results mined by FB-LDA with respect to the
Precision

K

LDA

FB-LDA

FOFB-LDA

0.4

0.536

0.682

0.712

0.8623

0.5

0.325

0.521

0.6312

0.7814

0.6

0.215

0.4582

0.5213

0.7241

0.7

0.1895

0.4231

0.5131

0.6521

the most related tweets contain a tweet in the ground truth,

0.8

0.1653

0.3214

0.4523

0.6258

or contain a tweet which is very similar to a tweet in the

0.9

0.1531

0.3158

0.4321

0.5814

ground truth, believe that the method finds a correct

1

0.1425

0.3105

0.3812

0.5238

ground truth. The precision and recall of the results found
by FB-LDA are computed as follows: (a) rank foreground
topics by their word entropies in ascending order. (b) for a
foreground topic, five most related tweets are selected.(c) if

foreground event.

Figure 3: Average Accuracy for FB-LDA, LDA and kmeans
Figure 2: Precision-recall Curves for FB-LDA, LDA and kmeans
Figure 2 shows the Precision-Recall curves (average on
all 50 variations) for FB-LDA, LDA and k-means. In this
experiment FB-LDA is used to produce 20 foreground
topics and 20 background topics. For LDA, implement it to
produce 20 topics on the foreground set and another 20
topics on the background set. For k-means clustering, two
sets are generated respectively, each generating 20 clusters.
It is clear that FB-LDA greatly performs well in the two
baselines in terms of precision and recall. LDA and k-

Figure 3 shows the comparison of all three models‟ and
average mapping accuracies by varying number of tweets
samples .Proposed FOFB-LDA model achieves the best
accuracy in a wide range of the parameter variation.
Moreover, compared with the two baseline methods, FOFBLDA method is poor sensitive to the varying threshold.
LDA cannot work well for two reasons: (1) the topics learnt
by LDA cannot accurately reflect the real foreground
events; (2) The optimization of LDA is poor to the
association goal directly and the results are illustrated in
Table 2.

means depends on threshold and cannot work well due to a
ISSN: 2349-6657 @ JSET
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Table 2: Average Accuracy for FB-LDA, LDA , k-means
and Proposed FOFB-LDA Model

[1]

Number of tweets

K

LDA

FB-LDA

FOFB-LDA

10

0.516

0.682

0.712

0.8623

20

0.526

0.6981

0.72415

0.8912

30

0.5381

0.7021

0.7351

0.8985

40

0.5428

0.7125

0.7451

0.9125

50

0.5821

0.7245

0.74561

0.9244

60

0.5912

0.7351

0.7531

0.9281

70

0.6231

0.7581

0.7689

0.9356
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